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Great benefits 

for quilters, teachers, 
designers & shops 

 
No fees 

No risk

INKLINGO AFFILIATE PROGRAM  

Establish a new revenue stream without the hassle of wholesale—without 
even having an online shop or shopping cart!

Inklingo has many advantages compared to selling other tools. You do not 
have to pay in advance or hold inventory. You also do not have to pay for 
shipping, or pay credit card fees to process each order, or ship anything. 

As an Inklingo Affiliate, you earn a Referral Fee for sales made to quilters 
who buy from inklingo.com, including any other Inklingo products they 
buy for at least the next 10 days! 

NEW CUSTOMER   Receive  30%     60 days    
EXISTING CUSTOMER  Receive  15%     10 days     
ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS All Inklingo books and downloads  
         (not Quilted Diamonds, Diana Boston’s book, Millefiori or postage) 
WEB SITE OR BLOG http://www.

•  A new customer is someone who has not ordered from Inklingo before  
   and is not associated with another Affiliate.  
•  An existing customer is someone who has purchased Inklingo before  
   and is not associated with another Affiliate.  
•  If you wish to link from another URL, please let me know.  
•  Affiliates do not receive a Referral Fee on purchases made by themselves   
   or by other Affiliates, but Referral Fees may be used to pay for orders  
   from inklingo.com or be credited to your PayPal account.

To get started now, please  
 Review the DESCRIPTION & TERMS   
 Submit the APPLICATION if you haven’ts already. 

If you have questions, please ask!       
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Linda Franz

http://lindafranz.com/section/inklingo-affiliate-description/112
http://www.lindafranz.com/affiliates/affiliateApp.php
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FA
Q

WHAT PRINTER? 
Any ordinary Inkjet printer—like yours! Print shapes on the wrong 
side of the fabric with the Inkjet printer and color ink cartridge you 
have already. Fabric feeds smoothly through an Inkjet printer when 
it is ironed to freezer paper. It prints just like paper. 

Any ordinary color Inkjet printer will allow you to print custom 
sizes to use fabric efficiently. 

DO I HAVE TO LEARN NEW SOFTWARE? 
No! Pages of Inklingo shapes are organized in PDF files which open 
with Adobe Reader. There is no software to install. Just enter the 
page number (or use the bookmark feature) to print the page with 
the shape and ink color you need. It’s simple but you will want to 
read our tips too.

WHAT COLORS? 
There are 20 Inklingo colors which are designed to wash out—but 
even if they don’t, they do not show in the finished quilt. It is simple 
to choose the page with the best color of ink. 

IS THIS JUST FOR HAND PIECING? 
No! Sew by machine or sew by hand with a running stitch, or 
combine hand and machine stitching for a “hybrid.” Inklingo 
introduces new, simpler ways to stitch. There are instructions for 
piecing and appliqué on the web site and in The Inklingo Handbook. 

CAN A BEGINNER DO THIS?
Yes! Inklingo is perfect for beginning quilters and for children too. 
Cut with a rotary cutter or scissors. No measuring! Just cut and 
sew along the lines. There is straight grain on every piece. Inklingo 
makes it easier than ever to start quilting.

inklingo     PRINT -  CUT -  SEW  

Try it now!

inklingo QUICK START

http://lindafranz.com/section/inklingo-quick-start/63

